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Abstract Automatic identification of the differences between two versions of
a file is a common and basic task in several applications of mining code repos-
itories. Git, a version control system, has a diff utility and users can select
algorithms of diff from the default algorithm Myers to the advanced His-
togram algorithm. From our systematic mapping, we identified three popular
applications of diff in recent studies. On the impact on code churn metrics in
14 Java projects, we obtained different values in 1.7% to 8.2% commits based
on the different diff algorithms. Regarding bug-introducing change identifica-
tion, we found 6.0% and 13.3% in the identified bug-fix commits had different
results of bug-introducing changes from 10 Java projects. For patch applica-
tion, we found that the Histogram is more suitable than Myers for providing
the changes of code, from our manual analysis. Thus, we strongly recommend
using the Histogram algorithm when mining Git repositories to consider dif-
ferences in source code.
Keywords code changes · diff · Histogram algorithm · mining repositories
1 Introduction
The diff utility calculates and displays the differences between two files, and
is typically used to investigate the changes between two versions of the same
file. Since understanding and measuring changes in software artifact is essential
in empirical software engineering research, diff is commonly used in various
topics, such as defect prediction where code churn (Nagappan and Ball, 2005;
Shin et al, 2011) and process metrics (Hata et al, 2012; Madeyski and Jureczko,
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2015; Kamei and Shihab, 2016) are used, code authorship (Rahman and De-
vanbu, 2011; Meng et al, 2013), clone genealogy (Kim et al, 2005; Duala-Ekoko
and Robillard, 2007), and empirical studies of changes (Barr et al, 2014; Ray
et al, 2015).
Along with the growth of GitHub, recent studies analyze software changes
from Git repositories by using the git command. Git, a version control system,
offers diff utility for users to select the algorithms of diff. Git offers four
diff algorithms, namely, Myers, Minimal, Patience, and Histogram. Without
an identifying algorithm, Myers is used as the default algorithm.
In textual differencing, all diff algorithms are computationally correct in
generating the diff outputs. However, the diff outputs are sometimes differ-
ent due to different diff algorithms. Different diff algorithms might identify
different change hunks, that is, a list of program statements deleted or added
contiguously, separated by at least one line of unchanged context (Ray et al,
2015). We expect that a set of changing operations done by developers can be
represented by change hunks. However, there can be inappropriate identifica-
tions of change hunks. Although Histogram that was introduced in git 1.7.71
in 2011 might give better performance to git diff, it is not popular among
software engineer communities. Thus, we focus on the Myers and Histogram
algorithms to empirically investigate the impact on software engineering re-
search. The motivation of this study is try to clarify the impact of adopting
different diff algorithms on empirical studies and investigate which diff al-
gorithm can provide better diff results that can be expected to recover the
changing operations. Furthermore, our study provides a comprehensive proce-
dure of Myers and Histogram in generating the diffs and shows the differences
between their outputs. To the best of our knowledge, empirical comparisons of
different diff algorithms in git diff command have never been undertaken.
In this paper, we carry out two sequential analyses: systematic mapping and
empirical comparisons.
For the systematic mapping, we collect papers from three high ranking
journals and eight top international conference proceedings published from
2013 to 2017. We then map 52 identified papers in the following four aspects:
frequency of diff algorithms, analyzed software artifact, purpose of mining
Git repositories, and data origins. The results of the systematic mapping re-
vealed that the advanced diff algorithms had not been considered in the
previous studies. In terms of the focus of the git command, 51 out of 52 pa-
pers centralized on mining the code changes. We also found that the purposes
of using the git command were to get patches (46.2%), followed by metrics
collection (25%), and bug-introducing change identification (SZZ algorithm)
(23.1%). Regarding the dataset, most papers investigated OSS projects (98%),
even though the remaining work analyzed industrial data.
In our empirical analyses, we conduct three comparisons based on the most
popular usages of git diff found in our mapping study: collecting metrics,
1 https://github.com/git/git/blob/77bd3ea9f54f1584147b594abc04c26ca516d987/
Documentation/RelNotes/1.7.7.txt#L68-L70
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identifying bug introduction, and getting patches. We investigate the disagree-
ment between two diff algorithms: Myers and Histogram, and take a manual
measurement of their quality in generating the diff lists. Based on previ-
ous related studies, we investigate the code changes from the files in 14 OSS
projects that employ Continuous Integration for metrics collection and 10
Apache projects for the bug introduction identification to quantify the differ-
ences of the diff outputs that resulted from both diff algorithms. We analyze
the quality of patches derived from Myers and Histogram by manually com-
paring their two diff from 377 changes, a statistically representative sample
of the 21,590 changes identified in the above two comparisons. Our findings
show that using various diff algorithms in the git diff command produced
unequal diff lists.
This influences the different number of files that have dissimilar added
and deleted lines of code in each CI-Java project. The differences of these
added and deleted lines that are distinguished by their different number and
position range from 0.8% to 6.2% and from 1.4% to 7.6%, respectively. The
divergent diff outputs also affected the different number of identified files
in bug introduction identification. The percentage of files that have different
deleted lines of code range from 2.4% to 6.6%. Regarding the result of the
patches analysis, we found that, in-code changes, Histogram is better in 62.6%
files, while Myers is better in 16.9% files. However, both diff algorithms
evenly have a good quality in generating the list of non-code changes.
In sum, the contributions of this work are:
– A systematic survey of studies that use diff;
– An analysis of metrics collected from diff outputs produced by Myers and
Histogram;
– An analysis of Myers and Histogram outputs in identifying potential bug-
introducing changes;
– A manual comparison between Myers and Histogram to investigate their
output quality.
The remaining parts of this paper are structured as follows. Section 2
presents the application of various category of diff algorithms in the litera-
ture. Section 3 presents a brief explanation of diff algorithms used in the git
command. We explain the differences between two diff algorithms in gen-
erating the list of changes. Section 4 describes how we conduct a systematic
mapping study and present the result of the survey. The overview of the three
comparisons and the research questions are presented in Section 5. Sections
6, 7 and 8 report our procedures and discuss their results in performing three
comparison studies; namely, collecting metrics, identifying bug introduction,
and getting patches respectively. In Section 9, we discuss the implication of
different diff algorithms and provide the example, and discuss their threats
to validity, and finally we conclude in Section 10.
We have provided the data sets used in this paper publicly on the Web2.
2 https://github.com/yusufsn/DifferentDiffAlgorithms
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2 Source Code Differencing
Existing differencing techniques use similarities in names and structure to
match code elements at a particular granularity, such as text-based and abstract-
syntax-tree-based (AST).
Tree-based differencing techniques are widely used nowadays (e.g., diff in
Unix), since they are expected to have better understandability than the text-
based. Such AST differencing tools were used in several studies. For exam-
ple, Change Distilling (CD) that extracts the code changes by finding both
a match between the nodes of the compared two abstract syntax trees and
a minimum edit script that can transform one tree into the other given the
computed matching (Fluri et al, 2007). In this study, the text-based differ-
encing is used to extract the changes at the beginning of the process as the
input before further processed using the proposed AST algorithm. In compar-
ison with textual diff, the Change Distiller is able to assign the type of the
changes such as declaration or body part of a method, rather than just to a
line number. Diff/TS (Hashimoto and Mori, 2008) and MTDIFF (Dotzler and
Philippsen, 2016) use moving code to compute the changes. Diff/TS is used to
analyze fine-grained structural change between versions of programs but only
capable of processing Python, Java, C, and C++ projects, while MTDIFF im-
proves the accuracy of the previous tree-based approaches in detecting moved
code. Falleri et al (2014) introduced an algorithm to compute edit scripts
at the abstract syntax tree granularity including move actions. In this study,
the authors conducted a performance study to measure the running time and
memory consumption between their proposed algorithm and the other tools,
such as GumTree and RTED algorithm. The classical text diff was used to
present the reference values when comparing the running time between the
involved algorithms. Tree-based differencing approach was also used by Higo
et al (2017) to consider copy-and-paste as a type of editing action forming tree-
based edit script, and Huang et al (2018) to propose CLDIFF for generating
concise linked code differences whose granularity is in between the existing
code differencing and code change summarization methods.
Despite many advantages in tree-based differencing techniques, text-based
diff is widely used for several applications in software engineering research
because of its simplicity and lightweight runtime. Therefore, in this paper we
only focus on studying the impact of changing diff algorithms, instead of
comparing wider categories of differencing techniques.
3 Diff Algorithms in Git
Diff is an automatic comparison program used to find the disagreements
between the older and the newer version of the same file in a storage (in-
cluding insertions, deletions, document renaming, document movements etc.).
The diff utility extracts code changes line by line in one file compared to the
other file and reports them in a list. The operation of the diff program has
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been fundamentally solved by using the longest common subsequence (LCS)
problem initiated by Hunt and MacIlroy (1976). Since its first run on the Unix
operating system in 1970, the diff command has been widely used in many
studies.
The git diff command has numerous options in the application of code
changes extraction3, including extracting changes related to the index and
commit, paths on a filesystem, the original contents of objects, or even quan-
tifying the number of changes for each object relatively from the sources.
Researchers and practitioners are able to use the variation of these available
options depending on their needs in extracting the data, not to mention, the
diff algorithms. The essence of diff algorithms is in contrasting the two se-
quences and to receive insight of the transformation from the first into the
second by a series of operations using the ordered deletion and insertion.
The subsequence can be flagged as a change if a delete and an insert con-
cur on the same scope. The diff algorithm can be selected with this option
--diff-algorithm=<algorithm>.
In Git, there are four diff algorithms, namely Myers, Minimal, Patience,
and Histogram, which are utilized to obtain the differences of the two same files
located in two different commits. The Minimal and the Histogram algorithms
are the improved versions of the Myers and the Patience respectively. Each
algorithm has its own procedures for finding the items presented in the original
document, but absent in the second one and vice versa; as a consequence,
different outputs may be produced. Due to the similarity of the basic idea
of Minimal and Histogram algorithms with their precursors, in this paper we
only contrasted the two diff algorithms: Myers and Histogram.
3.1 Myers
Myers algorithm was developed by Myers (1986). In the git diff command,
this algorithm is used as the default. The operation of this algorithm traces the
two primary identical sequences recursively with the least edited script. Since
the Myers only notices the sequences which are actually equal in both, the
comparison between the other prior and posterior subsequences is executed
repetitively for the entire remaining sequences.
Figure 1 indicates several code changes from the first into the second ver-
sion of the same file (GuiCommonElements.java) taken from Openmicroscopy
project4. As can be seen in the figure, the code between line 673 and 689 in
the first version transformed to the newer version between line 673 and 693.
Figure 2 shows how Myers algorithm generates the diff output from the code
changes in Figure 1. First, the Myers scans the lines of code sequentially from
the first line in both versions of the same file to find a line pair that match
up each other. Once the exact same lines between the two versions of the file
3 https://git-scm.com/docs/git-diff
4 https://github.com/openmicroscopy/openmicroscopy/commit/
844e0fde447d2d069fb17c480e95acf4d372afc4#diff-07322c93ef4fb3f0dd245932b74b10e1
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      ... other code here ...
673  */
674  public static ImageIcon getImageIcon(String path)
675  {
676      java.net.URL imgURL = GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
677  
678      if (imgURL != null)
679      {
680             return new ImageIcon(imgURL);
681      }
682      else
683      {
684             log.error("Couldn't find icon: " + imgURL);
685      } 
686             return null;
687  }
688  
689  /**
      ... other code here ... 
Version 1
Version 2
      ... other code here ...
673  */
674  public static ImageIcon getImageIcon(String path)
675  {
676      if (path == null)
677      {
678             log.error("Icon path is null");
679             return null;
680      }
681      
682      java.net.URL imgURL = GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
683      
684      if (imgURL == null)
685      { 
686             log.error("Couldn't find icon: " + imgURL);      
687             return null;
688      }  
689      else
690             return new ImageIcon(imgURL);
691  }
692
693  /**
      ... other code here ... 
Fig. 1: A set of changes from an older file into a newer file
are found by the algorithm, the lines will be considered as the unmodified
lines (e.g. pair of lines 673-675 in both versions in Figure 2a). The algorithm
then do the same scanning to extract the other pairs of matched lines for the
remaining lines of code repetitively, as depicted in Figure 2b and Figure 2c.
In Figure 2c, we can see all unmodified lines found by the Myers algorithm:
pair of line 673-675 in both versions, pair of line 679 in Version 1 and 677
in Version 2, 681 and 680, 683 and 685, 684 and 686, 686 and 687, and 687
and 688). The unpaired lines in Version 1 are subsequently considered as the
deleted lines, while the unpaired lines in Version 2 are counted as the added
lines. As a result, the Myers algorithm produces the paired and unpaired lines
from the first and second version of the same file in sequence, as illustrated in
Figure 4a.
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						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
677			
678								if	(imgURL	!=	null)
679								{
680															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
681								}
682								else
683								{
684															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);
685								}
686															return	null;
687				}
688		
689		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
Version 1 Version 2
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676								if	(path	==	null)
677								{
678															log.error("Icon	path	is	null");
679															return	null;
680								}
681							
682								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
683								
684								if	(imgURL	==	null)
685								{
686															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);		
687															return	null;
688								}		
689								else
690															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
691				}
692
693		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
1
2
3
(a) Step 1: pair up the first three matching lines (line 673-675 in both versions)
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
677			
678								if	(imgURL	!=	null)
679								{
680															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
681								}
682								else
683								{
684															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);
685								}
686															return	null;
687				}
688		
689		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
Version 1 Version 2
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676								if	(path	==	null)
677								{
678															log.error("Icon	path	is	null");
679															return	null;
680								}
681							
682								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
683								
684								if	(imgURL	==	null)
685								{
686															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);					
687															return	null;
688								}		
689								else
690															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
691				}
692
693		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
4
1
2
3
(b) Step 2: pair up the fourth matching lines (line 679 in version 1 and line 677 in version 2)
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676		-					java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
677		-
678		-					if	(imgURL	!=	null)
679								{
680		-												return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
681								}
682		-					else
683								{
684															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);
685		-					}
686															return	null;
687				}
688		
689		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
Version 1 Version 2
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676		+					if	(path	==	null)
677								{
678		+												log.error("Icon	path	is	null");
679		+												return	null;
680								}
681		+				
682		+					java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
683		+					
684		+					if	(imgURL	==	null)
685								{
686															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);		
					
687															return	null;
688								}		
689		+					else
690		+												return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
691		+	}
692
693		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
5
6
7
8
9
4
1
2
3
(c) Step n: final step after pairing up all matching lines
Fig. 2: How Myers identifies the diff
The Minimal algorithm is the extended version of Myers. The operation
of this algorithm in finding the changes resulted from a comparison of two
objects resembling the Myers, but an extra attempt was made to keep the
patch size as minimal as possible5. As a result, the diff lists created using
5 http://fabiensanglard.net/git_code_review/diff.php
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this algorithm are often identical with the Myers. If we apply the Minimal
algorithm to the code in Figure 1, the diff output is shown in Figure 4a as
well.
A major limitation of the Myers algorithm is it frequently catches the
blank lines or parentheses and conforms the lines to match instead of catch-
ing the line that is “unique” (i.e. lines that occur exactly once or the least
occurrence in both versions), such as code of function declaration, or a line of
assignment. Consequently, the Myers sometimes produces unclear diff lists
that do not describe the actual code changes. The position between changed
code and code that replace them is often written distantly in inappropriate
lines, or located separately in a line that does not represent the modification.
Additionally, there is occasionally a conflict of identification of the changed
code; for example, the code in lines 4 and 15 in Figure 4a. In fact, these lines of
code were derived from the same unique line that was unmodified. Using the
Myers algorithm, this unique line is detected as a changed code even though it
does not show the alteration. This makes it possible to cause misidentification
of a code change.
3.2 Histogram
The Histogram algorithm is the enhanced version of Patience, which was built
by Bram Cohen who is renowned as the BitTorrent developer6. It supports
low-occurrence common elements which are applied to improve efficiency. The
Histogram was initially built in jgit7 and was introduced in git 1.7.7.
The Patience marks the important lines within the text by focusing on the
lines that have the smallest number of occurrences, but are essential. This diff
automated procedure is an LCS-based problem as well, but it uses a different
technique. The Patience only notices the longest common subsequence of the
marked lines attained from the lines which emerge uniquely in a specific range
and the lines that are also written precisely similar in both files. This implies
that the lines having a single bracket or a new line are usually disregarded;
otherwise, the Patience retains the distinctive line such as a function definition.
The Histogram strategy works similarly to the Patience by developing a
histogram of the appearances for every line in the first version of a file. Every
element in the second version is subsequently shown to match with the first
sequence in an orderly way to find the existences of the elements and to count
the occurrences. If the elements exist and their presences are less than in the
first sequence, they are expected to be a potential LCS. Once the screening is
finished for the second sequence, the lowest occurrence of LCS is marked as the
separator. Two sections resulting from the partition (i.e. section 1 represents
the area before the LCS, while section 2 represents the region after the LCS),
are then executed repetitively using the same process as the beginning of the
algorithm. This means that the Histogram performs similarly to the Patience
6 https://alfedenzo.livejournal.com/170301.html
7 http://eclipse.org/jgit/
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if a unique common element exists in both files; otherwise, it selects the ele-
ment that has the least occurrences. In comparison with the other two diff
algorithms, (i.e. the Myers and the Patience), the Histogram nevertheless, has
been declared much quicker8.
To easily understanding the Histogram generates the diff output from
Figure 1, we describe the procedure in Figure 3. First, the Histogram scans all
elements in the first version of the file to count the appearances of each line.
Every line in the second version is extracted to match with the element in
the first version sequentially to find the exact same line and count the occur-
rences. If the algorithm found the lines in both versions are match and their
presences are unique (i.e. occurs exactly once or have the lowest occurrences
in both), they are considered as the potential LCS which is then marked as
the separator. As shown in Figure 3a, line 674 in both versions are marked as
the first separator. Two sub-sections are created after this slicing, that is, the
area before and after the separator. Within those sub-sections, the algorithm
find more unique pairings; lines that are not unique when scanning the entire
document can be unique when the algorithm consider a sub-section. The same
process is then applied to both sub-sections. The Histogram compares line 673
in the upper section in both versions, and lines 675-689 in Version 1 with lines
675-693 in Version 2 in the lower sections. Due to the least appearances of
line 673 only in the upper section in both versions, thus, this line is expected
to be the second separator. In the lower section, the scanning process is re-
executed from the beginning. As illustrated in Figure 3b, the process yields a
new separator (i.e. line 676 in Version 1 and line 682 in Version 2) and two
new sub-sections (i.e. line 675 in Version 1 and line 675-681 in Version 2 as the
upper section, and line 677-689 in Version 1 and line 683-693 in Version 2 as
the lower section). The same process is subsequently executed repetitively for
the two new sub-sections resulting from the partition. Figure 3c shows the fi-
nal step after comparing all elements in both versions. All potential LCS that
are marked as the separator are expected to be the unmodified lines, while
the other lines are considered as the deleted lines in Version 1 and the added
lines in Version 2. As a result, the diff output is generated as described in
Figure 4b.
In contrast with the Myers, the Histogram algorithm provides diff re-
sults that are easier for software archives miners to understand, as the His-
togram more clearly separates the changed code lines. This algorithm splits
the changed lines of code by trying to match up unique lines between two
versions of the same file. Thus, it will reduce the occurrences of conflict (i.e.
a line of an unchanged code identified as a changed code, so that in the diff
list, this code is written in duplicate as both a deleted and inserted code). For
example, if we extract the differences between the two versions of the same
file in Figure 1 using the Histogram in the git diff command, we obtain the
output as depicted in Figure 4b. A unique line of code in line 10 of Figure 4b
is not detected as a changed code due to its role as the benchmark to match
8 https://marc.info/?l=git&m=133103975225142&w=2
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						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
677		
678								if	(imgURL	!=	null)
679								{
680															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
681								}
682								else
683								{
684															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);
685								}
686															return	null;
687				}
688		
689		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
Version 1 Version 2
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676								if	(path	==	null)
677								{
678															log.error("Icon	path	is	null");
679															return	null;
680								}
681						
682								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
683								
684								if	(imgURL	==	null)
685								{
686															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);		
687															return	null;
688								}		
689								else
690															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
691				}
692
693		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
2
1
upper
section
lower
section
separator
(a) Step 1: pair up the first and second matching unique lines (line 674 in both versions and
line 673 at the upper section of the partition)
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
677		
678								if	(imgURL	!=	null)
679								{
680															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
681								}
682								else
683								{
684															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);
685								}
686															return	null;
687				}
688		
689		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
Version 1 Version 2
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676								if	(path	==	null)
677								{
678															log.error("Icon	path	is	null");
679															return	null;
680								}
681						
682								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
683								
684								if	(imgURL	==	null)
685								{
686															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);		
687															return	null;
688								}		
689								else
690															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
691				}
692
693		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
2
1
3
upper
section
lower
section
separator
(b) Step 2: pair up the third matching unique line at the lower section of the partition (line
676 in version 1 and line 682 in version 2)
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
677		
678	-						if	(imgURL	!=	null)
679	-						{
680	-													return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
681	-						}
682	-						else
683								{
684															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);
685	-						}
686															return	null;
687				}
688		
689		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
Version 1 Version 2
						...	other	code	here	...
673				*/
674				public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
675				{
676	+						if	(path	==	null)
677	+						{
678	+													log.error("Icon	path	is	null");
679	+													return	null;
680	+						}
681	+				
682								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
683								
684	+						if	(imgURL	==	null)
685								{
686															log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);
		
687															return	null;
688								}		
689	+						else
690	+													return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
691	+		}
692
693		/**
						...	other	code	here	...
2
1
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6
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11
(c) Step n: final step after pairing up all matching unique lines
Fig. 3: How Histogram identifies the diff
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	...	other	code	here	...
						*/
					public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
					{
-								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
-
-								if	(imgURL	!=	null)
+							if	(path	==	null)
								{
-															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
+															log.error("Icon	path	is	null");
+															return	null;
								}
-								else
+
+								java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
+
+								if	(imgURL	==	null)
									{
																log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);
-								}
																return	null;
									}
+								else
+															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
+				}
					/**
	...	other	code	here	...
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
(a) Myers’ diff
		...	other	code	here	...
						*/
					public	static	ImageIcon	getImageIcon(String	path)
					{
+							if	(path	==	null)
+							{
+															log.error("Icon	path	is	null");
+															return	null;
+							}
+
									java.net.URL	imgURL	=	GuiImporter.class.getResource(path);
-								if	(imgURL	!=	null)
-								{
-															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
-								}
-								else
+								if	(imgURL	==	null)
									{
																log.error("Couldn't	find	icon:	"	+	imgURL);
-								}
																return	null;
									}
+								else
+															return	new	ImageIcon(imgURL);
+				}
					/**
		...	other	code	here	...
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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(b) Histogram’s diff
Fig. 4: Diff outputs produced by Myers and Histogram
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the line, where this line is identified as a changed code in case of Myers. This
influences the sequences of the other changed code. An additional block of if
condition is written between lines 4 and 9 where it should be placed. This block
of code is clearly understood as the new code inserted before the statement
of the assignment code (code in line 10 which is used as one of some unique
lines to match). It is also obvious that the code between lines 12 and 16 were
replaced by one line of code in line 17, while the closing curly brace in line 20
was omitted from the files, and three new lines of code (line 23, 24 and 25)
were added at the end of the code in Figure 4b.
4 Systematic Mapping: How Previous Studies Used Git Diff?
To understand the ways in which the previous studies use diff, we conducted
a systematic mapping of papers that used the git diff command for their
studies. As described by Petersen et al (2008), a systematic mapping study can
provide and visualize a statistical insight of a study domain by classifying and
quantifying the number of publications related to the research interest within
the same study domain. The main activity of the method was searching the
relevant literature from a wide range of publications including journal articles,
books, documented archives and scripts.
We performed a systematic mapping as we intend to: (i) draw an overview
of the research area through quantification in a structured way (Kuhrmann
et al, 2017), (ii) confirm the knowledge in the currently published studies (Pe-
tersen et al, 2015). A systematic mapping is reliable because the findings are
repeatable and consistent across the time (Wohlin et al, 2013), and they are
beneficial for better reporting of some empirical findings of the primary stud-
ies (Budgen et al, 2008).
To understand how recent studies used git diff, we prepared the follow-
ing research questions for this systematic mapping.
– Which diff algorithm is used?
– What kind of software artifact is analyzed, code or other documents?
– What are purposes of using diff ?
– Where does the data source come from, OSS or industry?
4.1 Procedure
Figure 5 illustrates an overview of our systematic mapping procedure, which is
divided into an initial stage and an advanced stage. The first stage has three
steps including a digital libraries selection, papers collection, search string
definition and initial search execution. The second stage begins with repetitive
manual exclusion by narrowing the search terms and the reading of full papers,
followed by paper classification, and statistical analyses.
Step 1: Digital Libraries Selection. The selection of appropriate liter-
ature is essential to guarantee high-quality papers and to grasp the state-of-
the-art issues in the software engineering field (Kavitha, 2009). We specifically
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Fig. 5: Design of the Survey Procedure
targeted papers which were published in high ranking journals and conference
proceedings of the software engineering area. To maximize the probability of
finding highly relevant good quality articles, we used three specific digital re-
sources: ACM Digital Library9, IEEE Xplore10, and SpringerLink11. Table 1
shows the list of the publication sources used in our survey including their
impact factors (IF)12 and rankings published in 2018 CORE Rankings13. We
gathered published papers from these three digital sources between the years
of 2013 and 2017.
Step 2: Papers Collection. To reduce bias in the context of the study,
we only collected technical papers. Papers which did not meet our criteria (i.e
shorter-than-10-page papers, editorials, panels, poster sessions, and opinions)
were excluded. As depicted in Figure 6, by applying our criteria, we sourced
3,057 papers in total from the three digital sources in a 5-year time span.
Step 3: Search String Definition and Execution. In this step, we
formulated search keywords to filter the targeted papers into more specific
works that use the git diff command. We defined three specific search terms
related to the command, namely git, log and diff. Papers that contained one of
three words with an exact match without affixes or suffixes (e.g. github, blog,
logarithm, logging, different, difficult etc.) were collected. Since we only focus
on the study that used diff command in git repositories, papers that do not
exactly mention at least one of the three keywords are excluded despite they
use other terms such as differencing which might indicates the implementation
9 https://dl.acm.org/
10 https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
11 https://link.springer.com/
12 https://www.scimagojr.com/
13 http://www.core.edu.au/conference-portal/2018-conference-rankings-1
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Table 1: List of Surveyed SE Journals and Conferences
Category Name of Journal or Conference IF or Rank
Journal IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE) IF = 3.331
Empirical Software Engineering (EMSE) IF = 2.933
ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodol-
ogy (TOSEM)
IF = 1.946
Conference ACM Conference on Object Oriented Programming Systems
Languages and Applications (OOPSLA)
Rank = A*
ACM-SIGPLAN Conference on Programming Language De-
sign and Implementation (PLDI)
Rank = A*
International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) Rank = A*
Joint Meeting of the European Software Engineering Con-
ference and the ACM SIGSOFT Symposium on the Foun-
dations of Software Engineering (ESEC/FSE)
Rank = A*
Automated Software Engineering (ASE) Rank = A
International Conference on Software Maintenance and Evo-
lution (ICSME)
Rank = A
International Conference on Mining Software Repositories
(MSR)
Rank = A
International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis
(ISSTA)
Rank = A
1/199
ISSTA
0/251
PLDI
0/128
TOSEM
9/581
ICSEDigital Sources
ACM Digital 
Library
2,158
IEEE Xplore
608
SpringerLink
291
6/332
FSE
7/161
MSR
1/274
OOPSLA
7/208
ICSME
2/341
TSE
7/232
ASE
12/291
EMSE
0/59
ASE
Fig. 6: Number of collected papers from each source
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Table 2: Inclusive and Exclusive Criteria
Group Criteria
Inclusive Paper mentions the git command.
Paper applies the git command to extract the data from Git repositories
for further analyses in support of their works.
Exclusive Paper does not use the git command as part of their studies. For example,
git diff is used only for motivating examples.
of the other diff tools. The command git log was also targeted because this
command can produce diff with specific options. By using these three search
terms, all papers extracted from the databases were then manually scanned
in full text. Consequently, only published works containing these three search
strings were included. As a result of Step 3, we were able to identify 137 papers.
Step 4: Full Text Reading. To ensure the collected previous studies
are relevant to our objectives, we then performed a full text reading of the
papers. This process was undertaken by the first and the second authors to
avoid obscurity and to separate the primary studies more exhaustively based
on their contents. We applied the inclusive and exclusive criteria to the full
paper which is described in Table 2. Papers that fit the inclusive criteria were
kept for further processing while other papers that met the exclusive criteria
were excluded from the study. After this step, we had 52 papers.
4.2 Results of the Mapping
Figure 7 indicates the distribution of the number of papers in each journal and
conference in the last 5 years. As can be seen in the heat map, all journals and
conference proceedings published the works related to the git diff command
application in at least one paper in 5 years except for the PLDI and TOSEM.
Most papers that applied the git diff command are published on EMSE
especially in 2017, accounting for 6 papers.
4.2.1 Which Diff Algorithm Is Used?
Out of the 52 primary studies,we identified the application of different diff
algorithms in the command in extracting the changes. Of particular note is
that even though most instructions applied different options in the use of
the git command to extract the required data, none of the previous selected
works considered different diff algorithms. This shows that all of the collected
studies used Myers as the default algorithm.
4.2.2 What Kind of Software Artifact Is Analyzed?
To understand the components that were extracted using the git command in
the previous studies, two main focuses emerged as our parameters to classify
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Fig. 8: Number of papers based on parameter searched using git command
the documents; namely, code changes and license changes as depicted in Figure
8. As can be seen in the figure, code changes were prominently the focus for
researchers in extracting software repositories using the git command over
five years. Thus, in our comparisons we analyze code changes extracted from
the data source.
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4.2.3 What Are Purposes of Using Diff?
By reading the papers manually, we summarized the purposes from the extrac-
tion of software development records and grouped them into five categories,
as can be seen in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9: Number of papers classified with the purpose of using the git command
From the figure, we see that the most common purposes is to get patches,
amounting to as many as 24 studies, followed by collecting metrics and iden-
tifying bug-introductions, which covered 13 and 12 studies, respectively. A few
studies addressed merges investigation and authorship identification. This find-
ing motivated us to carry out a further investigation of the impact of different
diff algorithms in the extraction of the added and deleted lines for metrics
collection, bug-introducing change identification, and getting the patches.
4.2.4 Where Does the Data Source Come From?
Our intention is to provide a comprehensive understanding of the different
outcomes generated by different diff algorithms; thus, we need to run a set
of tests of the algorithms’ implementations in the git diff command. From
the result of our dataset classification, open source software (OSS) is found
to be dominated as the data source over the industrial type as illustrated in
Figure 10. Therefore, we mine the data from OSS projects to support our
comparisons.
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Fig. 10: Distribution of the type of data sources used in prior studies
4.3 Summary
The survey results of the usage of the git diff command confirm that the
previous studies conducted between 2013 and 2017 did not use various diff al-
gorithms to extract the differences between the first and the second versions of
the same file. In mining the diff lists, they applied the standard commands
using a default diff algorithm with some additional options, but without
considering various diff algorithms. We also found that the information most
sought after in prior studies was code changes in open source projects. The
code changes were mostly utilized to thoroughly investigate counting the num-
ber of line changes and to record them in the form of metrics, locating the
origin of a bug using a specific method (i.e. SZZ algorithm), and analyzing
the patches. The results of these types of analyses obviously rely on the diff
records produced by an applied diff algorithm in the git diff commands.
Thus, different diff algorithms in extracting the line of code changes might
differentiate the final result of a study and the conclusion of the description
as well.
5 Overview of Comparisons and Research Questions
The findings from our systematic mapping revealed the three most common
purposes for using the git diff command. This encouraged us to undertake
comparison analyses between the Myers and Histogram algorithms in three
applications: metrics, the SZZ algorithm, and patches. Our intention is to
investigate the level of differences between the two diff algorithms used in
these three applications and their possibility of affecting the result of studies.
To achieve these goals, we address the following research questions:
RQ1: Can the values of diff-related metrics become different because of dif-
ferent diff algorithms?
For metrics (Section 6), equal and unequal changed lines in the files iden-
tified by the two diff algorithms were calculated based on two factors:
the quantity and the position of the line of code. We then compared the
quantity of the files that have the same and different added and deleted
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Fig. 11: Overview of the metrics collection procedure
lines of code to understand the significance of the differences of both al-
gorithms in providing the diff records.
RQ2: Are the results of bug-introducing change identification different because
of different diff algorithms?
The result of locating bug-introducing changes using the SZZ algorithms
relies on the diff results. In Section 7, we applied the Myers and His-
togram algorithms in the git diff command to know whether the diff
lists affect the result of bug-introducing change identification.
RQ3: Which diff algorithm is better in generating a good diff?
Lastly, we compared the quality of the identified patches manually. In
Section 8, we investigate 377 changes, a statistically representative sample
of the 21,590 changes identified in the above two comparisons.
In our three comparisons, to extract the changes, we apply the git com-
mand: git diff -w --ignore-blank-lines --diff-algorithm=<algorithm>
<parentcommit ID> <commit ID> -- <filename>. We use the same options
-w and --ignore-blank-lines to ignore whitespace and the changes whose
lines are all blank. The use of various options is common according to the pur-
poses to what extent the diff command generates the code changes. However,
since our focus is comparing Myers and Histogram as the diff algorithm that
can be used at the same circumstances, we do not consider to investigate the
impact of other options.
6 Comparison: Metrics (RQ1)
RQ1: Can the values of diff-related metrics become different because of dif-
ferent diff algorithms?
6.1 Analysis Design
As illustrated in Figure 11, we investigate the following two basic diff-related
metrics with two diff algorithms: Myers and Histogram.
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Table 3: Targeted 14 open-source Java projects following the previous
study (Rausch et al, 2017)
Project Name Description #Commits
Apache Storm Distributed realtime computation system 9,317
Butterknife View binding library for Android 836
Crate Distributed SQL database 8,646
Hystrix Interactions controller library between distributed
systems
2,106
JabRef Reference manager application that uses BibTex 11,940
jcabi-github Object oriented wrapper of GitHub API 2,521
Openmicroscopy Application to store biological microscopy light data
in a standard format
46,543
Presto Distributed SQL query engine for big data 13,561
RxAndroid RxJava bindings for Android 461
SpongeAPI A minecraft plugin API 2,479
Spring Boot A framework to create Java applications 17,087
Square OkHttp An HTTP+HTTP/2 client for Android and Java
applications
3,171
Square Retrofit An open source library to make HTTP communica-
tion simpler
1,576
WordPress-Android WordPress for Android OS 30,295
NLA The number of added lines in a file.
NLD The number of deleted lines in a file.
For our empirical analysis, we collected the Git repositories of 14 projects
used in the previous study (Rausch et al, 2017), which are identified in our
systematic mapping as a study utilizing git for collecting metrics. The tar-
geted 14 projects are OSS that employ Continuous Integration (CI) and are
written in Java. The descriptions of the projects and the number of commits
in the master branches are shown in Table 3.
We investigated all modified files in all commits in the master branches. To
extract the NLA and NLD from the file, we implement the git command: git
diff -w --ignore-blank-lines --diff-algorithm=<algorithm> <parent
commit ID> <commit ID> -- <filename>. We considered the results the same
if the values of both NLA and NLD were the same with the two algorithms;
otherwise, the results were considered different. However, several software en-
gineering tasks that rely on such metrics do not consider the position of the
added and deleted lines, where different position of the changed lines can be oc-
curred by chance despite the same metrics value. We conjecture that different
number and position of changed lines can have different impact on empirical
studies. Thus, we investigated the disagreement of the identified change loca-
tions separately. If the positions of each changed line of code were the same, we
considered the results the same; otherwise, the results were considered differ-
ent. File-level and commit-level results are discussed to see how the different
results can appear in a different granularity.
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6.2 Results
Table 4 summarizes the result from the comparison between two diff algo-
rithms in 14 projects. From the total number of modified files identified by
both algorithms, we counted the quantity of files in each commit that have
same or different number values of NLA and NLD metrics. Similarity, the
number of same and different results in changed locations are shown in the
table.
Table 4: Total number of files that have the same and different values in metrics
(NLA and NLD) and the position of changes.
Project #Files
Metrics (NLA and NLD) Locations of Changes
#Same % #Different % #Same % #Different %
Apache Storm 22,011 21,278 96.7% 733 3.3% 20,979 95.3% 1,032 4.7%
Butterknife 1,873 1,804 96.3% 69 3.7% 1,774 94.7% 99 5.3%
Crate 44,463 43,522 97.9% 941 2.1% 42,723 96.1% 1,740 3.9%
Hystrix 3,310 3,192 96.4% 118 3.6% 3,097 93.6% 213 6.4%
JabRef 55,988 54,375 97.1% 1,613 2.9% 53,609 95.7% 2,379 4.3%
jcabi-github 6,218 6,170 99.2% 48 0.8% 6,131 98.6% 87 1.4%
Openmicroscopy 118,349 115,126 97.3% 3,223 2.7% 112,548 95.1% 5,801 4.9%
Presto 73,572 72,471 98.5% 1,101 1.5% 71,455 97.1% 2,117 2.9%
RxAndroid 627 613 97.8% 14 2.2% 603 96.2% 24 3.8%
SpongeAPI 10,757 10,584 98.4% 173 1.6% 10,395 96.6% 362 3.4%
Spring Boot 62,137 60,805 97.9% 1,332 2.1% 60,214 96.9% 1,923 3.1%
Square OkHttp 7,345 7,206 98.1% 139 1.9% 7,108 96.8% 237 3.2%
Square Retrofit 3,473 3,394 97.7% 79 2.3% 3,351 96.5% 122 3.5%
WordPress Android 58,188 54,555 93.8% 3,633 6.2% 53,789 92.4% 4,399 7.6%
We see that the percentages of different metric values are between 0.8%
and 6.2%. Considering the different results in locations of changes, ranging
from 1.4% to 7.6%, we found that quite a few portions of the metric values
are same even though the identified locations are different.
To further explore of the disagreements between Myers and Histogram,
we calculated the number of commits influenced by the different number of
code changes and the locations in the diff output of files. In each project,
we counted the sum of files that have the same and different quantity and the
position of lines inserted and removed from each commit across the project. A
single commit may contain more than one modified file. If a commit recorded
at least one file having unequal changed lines of code either in their number
or their location, we classified this commit as ‘different’. On the other hand, if
all files in a commit had identical changed lines, we categorized the commit in
the ‘same’ class. In this process, we only notify the files that have an unequal
number and location of the lines of code.
Our results show that several changed files impacted by the changed lines
have similar commits. We grouped the same commits from these several files
that contain different changed lines of code into a single commit. We then
summarized the percentage of commits that have a different number and po-
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Table 5: The number of commits that contain a different number and the
position of added and deleted lines of code in a file
Project #Commits
Metrics (NLA and NLD) Locations of Changes
#Different % #Different %
Apache Storm 9,317 395 4.2% 587 6.3%
Butterknife 836 34 4.1% 48 5.7%
Crate 8,646 707 8.2% 1,202 13.9%
Hystrix 2,106 87 4.1% 160 7.6%
JabRef 11,940 881 7.4% 1,317 11.0%
jcabi-github 2,521 42 1.7% 70 2.8%
Openmicroscopy 46,543 2,340 5.0% 3,674 7.9%
Presto 13,561 816 6.0% 1,423 10.5%
RxAndroid 461 11 2.4% 18 3.9%
SpongeAPI 2,479 128 5.2% 235 9.5%
Spring Boot 17,087 954 5.6% 1,447 8.5%
Square OkHttp 3,171 106 3.3% 181 5.7%
Square Retrofit 1,576 61 3.9% 90 5.7%
WordPress Android 30,295 2,108 7.0% 3,050 10.1%
sition of the changed lines of code resulting from the usage of the Myers and
Histogram algorithms in the git diff command as described in Table 5.
In general, our comparisons revealed that the data extraction using two
diff algorithms in the command produced identical diff lists for most files
in all commits. However, even though the output has been dominated by the
same results for each file in a commit, the diff output from the Myers and
Histogram recorded several files that have different added and deleted lines.
These disagreements impacted the dissimilar number of commits that have
files containing changed lines of code. The level of differences in the number
of commits influenced by the amount of lines of code are adequately high,
ranging from 1.7% to 8.2%, while the unequal location of lines affects the level
of differences in the quantity of commits from 2.8% to 13.9%.
6.3 Summary
The finding from the metrics comparison provides clear evidence that the use
of multiforms of diff algorithms might differentiate the diff lists. Since the
metrics are insensitive to differences in change locations, the same values can
be obtained even if identified change locations are different. However, we see
that different metric values were obtained from 0.8% to 6.2% in the file-level
and 1.7% to 8.2% in the commit-level. These differences can have impacts on
studies using diff-related metrics.
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7 Comparison: SZZ Algorithm (RQ2)
RQ2: Are the results of bug-introducing change identification different because
of different diff algorithms?
7.1 SZZ Algorithm
The SZZ algorithm proposed by S´liwerski et al (2005) is an approach to identify
bug-introducing changes. The SZZ uses a bug-tracking system (e.g. Bugzilla)
as the reference to link archived versions of a software (e.g. CVS). Figure 12
depicts the basic idea of the SZZ algorithm.
The SZZ algorithm first identifies bug-fixing commits by searching bug
report identity numbers (bug ID) in log messages, which have been written
by developers when they fix bugs. The commit ID of this bug-fixing com-
mit is subsequently used to track the previous commit (parent commit). The
code changes are extracted by applying diff to find the differences between
the older version of a file in the parent-commit and the newer version of the
same file in the bug-fix commit. The identified deleted lines are considered to
be candidates of bug-related lines. To identify bug-introducing commits, cvs
annotate command is used to investigate when lines are added. Among the
candidates of bug-related lines, lines that have been created before the bug re-
porting time are considered to be validated bug-related lines. The commits that
introduced those validated bug-related lines are identified as bug-introducing
commits.
7.2 Analysis Design
Figure 13 describes the validation process of our analysis. For our empiri-
cal analysis, we studied 10 open source Apache projects used in the previous
study (da Costa et al, 2017), which is identified in our systematic mapping
as a study utilizing Git for identifying bug introduction using the SZZ algo-
rithm. The descriptions of projects and the number of commits in the master
branches are shown in Table 6. We analyzed the impact of using different diff
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Fig. 13: Overview of the validation process of bug-introducing commits
algorithms on the original SZZ algorithm. We studied the disagreement be-
tween the Myers and Histogram in the results of the SZZ algorithm based on
diff.
First, bug report IDs in the commit messages are searched with specific key-
words (i.e. “bug”, “fix”, “defect”, and “patch” (S´liwerski et al, 2005)), then the
identified commits are marked as candidates of bug-fixing commits. In each
candidate bug-fixing commit, we focus on the modified files. The two diff al-
gorithms are used to identify deleted lines using the command: git diff -w
--ignore-blank-lines --diff-algorithm=<algorithm> <parent commit
ID> <bug-fix candidate commit ID> -- <filename>. By fetching files in
the parent commit ID, we subsequently applied the git blame command (sim-
ilar to cvs annotate) to locate the origin of the deleted lines. Those deleted
lines are considered to be candidates of bug-related lines.
Similar to the procedure of da Costa et al (2017), the next step is to find the
affected software versions of a bug. We extract bug reports and their affected
versions from the JIRA issue tracking system14. If a single bug ID affects more
14 https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira (April 2018)
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Table 6: Overview of the 10 studied Apache projects
Project Name Description # Commits
ActiveMQ Message broker and Java Message Service client 9,962
Camel A framework to create routing and mediation rules
in various domain specific languages
32,124
Derby Relational database implemented in Java 8,184
Geronimo Open source application server compatible with
Java EE
13,137
Hadoop Common Collection of common utilities and libraries that
support other Hadoop modules
10,509
HBase A distributed big data store for the Hadoop
database
15,091
Mahout A library to generate the implementation of dis-
tributed or scalable machine learning algorithms
3,959
OpenJPA The implementation of the Java Persistence API 4,864
Pig High-level mechanism for the parallel programming
of MapReduce on Hadoop
3,154
Tuscany An open source to develop applications based on
SCA standard
16,253
than one version, the earliest version is chosen since the SZZ algorithm tar-
gets the initial appearance of a bug. From the collection of affected-versions,
we compare the dates of the introduction of the candidates of bug-related
lines with the release dates of the versions. If the release dates of the af-
fected versions are later than the dates of the introduction of the candidates
of bug-related lines, we classified them as valid bug-related lines; otherwise, we
classified them as invalid.
With these sets of valid bug-related lines, we validate bug-introducing com-
mits, bug-related files and bug-fixing commits. The validation processes are
performed in the opposite direction with the above procedure. A valid bug-
introducing commit is a commit that initially adds valid bug-related lines.
Files containing bug-related lines are considered to be valid bug-related files.
From the candidates of bug-fixing commits, if there is at least one valid asso-
ciated bug-introducing commit, we consider the candidate bug-fixing commit
to be valid, otherwise invalid.
7.3 Results
Table 7 presents the outputs of the Myers and Histogram algorithms in the
number of valid bug-related lines, files, bug-introducing commits, and bug-fix
commits. Two algorithms produced a different number of valid bug-related
lines in all 10 projects, which then led to the different number of files, bug-
introducing commits, and bug-fix commits.
Similar to the analysis of metrics in Section 6, differences in the quantities
of changes are relatively small or the same for some projects, because of the
insensitivity of change locations.
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Table 7: Summary of valid bug-related lines, valid files, valid bug-introducing
commits, and valid bug-fix commits resulting from Myers and Histogram
Project
#valid bug-
related lines
#valid files #valid bug-
intro commits
#valid bug-
fix commits
M H M H M H M H
ActiveMQ 10,671 10,846 1,566 1,565 1,015 1,016 614 613
Camel 12,525 12,626 2,377 2,374 1,514 1,516 716 712
Derby 130,861 131,031 4,372 4,373 1,178 1,180 1,038 1,039
Geronimo 29,543 29,743 2,448 2,448 1,282 1,277 462 462
Hadoop Common 15,053 15,285 805 805 546 550 318 318
HBase 37,558 37,291 2,083 2,079 1,480 1,481 669 668
Mahout 1,542 1,548 182 182 145 144 44 44
OpenJPA 5,160 5,204 794 794 370 370 365 366
Pig 1,789 1,787 205 206 187 187 80 80
Tuscany 750 781 46 46 34 36 16 16
M = Myers
H = Histogram
Table 8: Total number of files that have the same and different positions of
valid bug-related lines in all valid bug-fix commits
Project #Same #Different % Total
ActiveMQ 1,464 103 6.6% 1,567
Camel 2,315 63 2.7% 2,378
Derby 4,198 175 4.0% 4,373
Geronimo 2,318 130 5.3% 2,448
Hadoop Common 777 28 3.5% 805
HBase 1,973 110 5.3% 2,083
Mahout 171 11 6.0% 182
OpenJPA 764 31 3.9% 795
Pig 201 5 2.4% 206
Tuscany 43 3 6.5% 46
Since investigating the locations of bug introduction is also important, we
perform a comparison of files that have the same and different locations of bug-
related lines. Table 8 shows this result. It can be seen that the total number of
files that have a different location of the changed code is high in each project,
ranging from 2.4% to 6.6%. This means that some files can contain suspicious
bug-related lines, only because of different algorithms.
Bringing these data into further analysis, we then summarized the number
of valid bug-fixing commits. As shown in Figure 14, all studied projects have
a different number of valid bug-fixing commits caused by the different posi-
tions of valid bug-related lines resulting from the Myers and Histogram. The
percentage of the different results are between 6.0% and 13.3%, or 9.7% on av-
erage. This analysis found evidence that nearly 10% of bug-fixing commits do
not guarantee success in locating bug-introducing changes since some deleted
lines that were suspected as the candidate bug-introducing changes are differ-
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Fig. 14: The percentage of valid bug-fixing commits that have the same and
different positions of valid bug-related lines
ent if we applied different diff algorithms in the git diff command. This
is because a valid bug-related line in a file has the possibility of being identi-
fied by a particular diff algorithm, but it remains undetected while using the
other diff algorithms.
7.4 Summary
The results from the SZZ algorithm confirm that different diff algorithms
possibly generate different results, from 6.0% and 13.3% in the total of the
identified bug-fix commits. The Myers and Histogram sometimes produced a
different number and location of the deleted lines (bug-related lines) in several
files. These differences certainly affect the number of disagreement files that
have the bug-related lines, the amount of bug-introducing commits, and the
bug-fixing commits that actually have the bug-contained files. Therefore, the
comparison result indicates that several prior studies that had used the SZZ
algorithm to locate bugs have the possibility of producing inaccurate analyses.
8 Comparison: Patches (RQ3)
RQ3: Which diff algorithm is better in generating a good diff?
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Table 9: Targeted files that have different locations in identified lines with two
diff algorithms
Project Group Type of identified line #Files
CI-Java Projects (Section 6) Added and deleted lines 20,535
Apache Projects (Section 7) Deleted lines 1,055
Total 21,590
8.1 Analysis Design
From the previous two comparisons, we showed that different diff algorithms
can have different results of metrics collection and bug-introduction identifi-
cation (SZZ algorithm). Computationally, both diff algorithms are correct in
textual differencing. However, the diff outputs are sometimes different due
to different diff algorithms. The diff results might show different change re-
gion with a contiguous list of deleted and added lines that is called as a change
hunk (Ray et al, 2015). We expect that a set of changing operations done by
developers can be represented by change hunks. However, the identification of
the change hunks can be inappropriate. In our investigation, this issue could
not be identified automatedly. Thus, we analyze the quality of diff manually.
To judge the quality of the diff algorithms, we define “better” if the algo-
rithms meet our two criteria: (i) it detects the unmodified lines appropriately
that should not be identified as changed lines, and (ii) it shows the changed
lines more systematically (Kim et al, 2013). The sequences of the added and
deleted lines of code are expected to be closer to what developers did to the
code. If the code elements change together, they are shown explicitly as group
systematic changes or report their common structural characteristics.
For this analysis, we used the same dataset that had been used in Section 6
and Section 7, shown in Table 9. From the CI-Java projects, we considered all
modified files in all commit IDs to be targeted, while of the Apache projects,
files changed in all bug-fix commit candidates are targeted. We applied the
same command as the other two comparisons: git diff -w --ignore-blank-
lines --diff-algorithm=<algorithm> <parent commit ID> <commit ID>
-- <filename> to generate the diff output from Myers and Histogram. In
each project of the first group, we analyzed the files that have different loca-
tions of the inserted and removed lines from the execution of the two diff
strategies. While in the second group, only the files that have a different loca-
tion of the deleted lines were analyzed.
We divided the comparison into two categories: (i) in-code diff and (ii)
in-non-code diff. The first category of diff means the different diff lists gen-
erated by both algorithms are lines of code or a block of code in a source code
file. Otherwise, the second diff implies the disagreement between these two
algorithms are other than a line of code, for example a change of comments,
or a change in a non-code file, such as a modification in a text file.
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Table 10: Description of the diff assessment
Result Condition
Histogram The output of Histogram is better.
Myers The output of Myers is better.
Same Both outputs are same level. One algorithm is not better than the
other.
Qualitative analysis between the two diff algorithms was performed man-
ually by the first two authors in multiple steps. Initially, the first author made
a list of all files from the two project groups. From this list, the sample size of
files was counted using the tool provided in a survey system15 to statistically
represent sample from files in each project, so that the conclusions about the
quality of the diff algorithm would generalize to all files in all projects with a
confidence level of 95% and a confidence interval of 5. As can be seen in Table
9, the total number of files summarized from all project groups is 21,590. From
this population, we selected random samples of 377 files.
In the second step, we conducted a manual comparison between two diff
outputs produced by Myers and Histogram algorithms from all files in the
sample. The first two authors of this paper were involved to independently an-
notate the diff outputs that makes the result is expected to be more reliable.
To specify the comparison result between two diff algorithms, we generated
three categories as described in Table 10. We assign Histogram to the com-
parison results if the diff outputs produced by Histogram algorithm show
the unmodified lines more appropriately and provide better group systematic
changes to show the lines were changed together compared with the Myers.
If the results produced by Myers provide more appropriate unchanged con-
texts and show the group changes more systematically compared with the
Histogram’s diff, we labeled them as Myers. While if the diff outputs pro-
duced by one algorithm are not better than the other, then we mark them
the Same. The comparison results between two authors from 377 files were
subsequently computed to find the kappa agreement16. We obtained 70.82%,
which is categorized into ‘substantial agreement’ (Viera and Garrett, 2005).
This means, the statistic result of our manual study is acceptable.
8.2 Results
Table 11 shows how well both diff algorithms work in presenting the changes
of code. It can be seen that Histogram outnumbered the other results in the
in-Code diff category, which emphasizes that this algorithm is substantially
better to differentiate the changes of code specifically.
15 https://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm
16 http://justusrandolph.net/kappa/
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Table 11: Frequency of comparison result in the sample data
Result in-Code diff in-Non-Code diff
Histogram 152 (62.6%) 18 (13.4%)
Myers 41 (16.9%) 20 (14.9%)
Same 50 (20.6%) 96 (71.6%)
Sum 243 (100%) 134 (100%)
Figure 15 shows how the Histogram algorithm provides better output of
code changes compared with the Myers. We extracted the diff from the file
AmqpMessage.java17 in commit f56ea45e5 from the project of ActiveMQ. It is
true that none of the algorithms are incorrect in describing changes. However,
the Histogram algorithm provides a reasonable diff output better describing
human change intention, as the if -statement is moved to a new method and
a new method call is added. While from the result of Myers, it is not clear
how developer changed the code. Lines that have not modified were identified
as removed from the original positions (line 18 and 19) and added to the new
positions (line 6 and 7).
This manual investigation also highlighted that the Myers and Histogram
algorithms have almost the same ability to extract the diffs from non-code
changes. As shown in Table 11, their percentages are nearly equals in the in-
Non-Code diff (13.4% files are better using the Histogram and 14.9% files are
preferable using the Myers). This is even strengthened by the high percentage
of both diff algorithms’ application that resulted in the same quality for the
same files (see the example in Figure 16), which reached 71.6%. This quan-
tification reveals that we can use any of these algorithms to produce the diff
from non-code changes. As shown in Figure 16, both diff algorithms worked
well to reveal the comment changes from file ChannelMetadataLoader.java18
in commit e5924527fa of Openmicroscopy project since both lists are read-
able and understandable. The only differences between the two lists are the
position of the initial added line and the matched line after the first inserted
one. However, these disagreements did not change our interpretation about
the modifications that occurred.
8.3 Summary
Due to the different procedures between Myers and Histogram in identify-
ing the changed lines of code, they possibly generated different diff results.
17 activemq-amqp/src/test/java/org/apache/activemq/transport/amqp/client/
AmqpMessage.java – https://github.com/apache/activemq/commit/
f56ea45e58a17fa3aad46cbe8fc605ef4ffdbc81#diff-5296b90814217d75e272e14834a09dca
18 SRC/org/openmicroscopy/shoola/agents/hiviewer/ChannelMetadataLoader.java
– https://github.com/openmicroscopy/openmicroscopy/commit/
e5924527fa467e117337b53a769503b6cc48e43f#diff-94a26d7e256533ade03740d86aca1afe
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@@	-169,11	+284,36	@@	public	class	AmqpMessage	{
						*	@throws	IllegalStateException	if	the	message	is	read	only.
						*/
					public	void	setText(String	value)	throws	IllegalStateException	{
+								checkReadOnly();
+								AmqpValue	body	=	new	AmqpValue(value);
+								getWrappedMessage().setBody(body);
+				}
+
+				//-----	Internal	implementation	------------------------------------------//
+
+				private	void	checkReadOnly()	throws	IllegalStateException	{
									if	(delivery	!=	null)	{
													throw	new	IllegalStateException("Message	is	read	only.");
									}
+				}
-								AmqpValue	body	=	new	AmqpValue(value);
-								getWrappedMessage().setBody(body);
1
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(a) diff output using Myers
@@	-169,11	+284,36	@@	public	class	AmqpMessage	{
						*	@throws	IllegalStateException	if	the	message	is	read	only.
						*/
					public	void	setText(String	value)	throws	IllegalStateException	{
-								if	(delivery	!=	null)	{
-												throw	new	IllegalStateException("Message	is	read	only.");
-								}
-
+								checkReadOnly();
									AmqpValue	body	=	new	AmqpValue(value);
									getWrappedMessage().setBody(body);
					}
+
+				//-----	Internal	implementation	------------------------------------------//
+
+				private	void	checkReadOnly()	throws	IllegalStateException	{
+								if	(delivery	!=	null)	{
+												throw	new	IllegalStateException("Message	is	read	only.");
+								}
+				}
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(b) diff output using Histogram
Fig. 15: Example of diff outputs generated by Myers and Histogram in ex-
tracting the code changes
Our manual comparison found that their differences were the number of the
changes, the order of the changed lines, or even the detected added and deleted
code. They certainly affect the readability of the diff outputs, in other words,
the quality of the diff results produced by the two diff algorithms were dif-
ferent. Importantly, our results provide evidence that Histogram frequently
produced better diff results compared to Myers in extracting the differences
in source code.
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@@	-2,27	+2,21	@@
		*	org.openmicroscopy.shoola.agents.hiviewer.ChannelMetadataLoader
		*
		*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+	*		Copyright	(C)	2006	University	of	Dundee.	All	rights	reserved.
		*
-	*		Copyright	(C)	2004	Open	Microscopy	Environment
-	*						Massachusetts	Institute	of	Technology,
-	*						National	Institutes	of	Health,
-	*						University	of	Dundee
		*
-	*
-	*
-	*				This	library	is	free	software;	you	can	redistribute	it	and/or
-	*				modify	it	under	the	terms	of	the	GNU	Lesser	General	Public
-	*				License	as	published	by	the	Free	Software	Foundation;	either
-	*				version	2.1	of	the	License,	or	(at	your	option)	any	later	version.
-	*
-	*				This	library	is	distributed	in	the	hope	that	it	will	be	useful,
+	*					This	program	is	free	software;	you	can	redistribute	it	and/or	modify
+	*		it	under	the	terms	of	the	GNU	General	Public	License	as	published	by
+	*		the	Free	Software	Foundation;	either	version	2	of	the	License,	or
+	*		(at	your	option)	any	later	version.
+	*		This	program	is	distributed	in	the	hope	that	it	will	be	useful,
		*		but	WITHOUT	ANY	WARRANTY;	without	even	the	implied	warranty	of
-	*				MERCHANTABILITY	or	FITNESS	FOR	A	PARTICULAR	PURPOSE.		See	the	GNU
-	*				Lesser	General	Public	License	for	more	details.
+	*		MERCHANTABILITY	or	FITNESS	FOR	A	PARTICULAR	PURPOSE.		See	the
+	*		GNU	General	Public	License	for	more	details.
		*
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(a) diff output of comment using Myers
@@	-2,27	+2,21	@@
		*	org.openmicroscopy.shoola.agents.hiviewer.ChannelMetadataLoader
		*
		*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-	*
-	*		Copyright	(C)	2004	Open	Microscopy	Environment
-	*						Massachusetts	Institute	of	Technology,
-	*						National	Institutes	of	Health,
-	*						University	of	Dundee
+	*		Copyright	(C)	2006	University	of	Dundee.	All	rights	reserved.
		*
		*
-	*
-	*				This	library	is	free	software;	you	can	redistribute	it	and/or
-	*				modify	it	under	the	terms	of	the	GNU	Lesser	General	Public
-	*				License	as	published	by	the	Free	Software	Foundation;	either
-	*				version	2.1	of	the	License,	or	(at	your	option)	any	later	version.
-	*
-	*				This	library	is	distributed	in	the	hope	that	it	will	be	useful,
+	*					This	program	is	free	software;	you	can	redistribute	it	and/or	modify
+	*		it	under	the	terms	of	the	GNU	General	Public	License	as	published	by
+	*		the	Free	Software	Foundation;	either	version	2	of	the	License,	or
+	*		(at	your	option)	any	later	version.
+	*		This	program	is	distributed	in	the	hope	that	it	will	be	useful,
		*		but	WITHOUT	ANY	WARRANTY;	without	even	the	implied	warranty	of
-	*				MERCHANTABILITY	or	FITNESS	FOR	A	PARTICULAR	PURPOSE.		See	the	GNU
-	*				Lesser	General	Public	License	for	more	details.
+	*		MERCHANTABILITY	or	FITNESS	FOR	A	PARTICULAR	PURPOSE.		See	the
+	*		GNU	General	Public	License	for	more	details.
		*
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(b) diff output of comment using Histogram
Fig. 16: Example of diff lists generated by Myers and Histogram in extracting
the non-code changes
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9 Discussions
9.1 Implication and Recommendation
In this paper, we present a description of the impact of different diffs on
the results of a study. In the example shown in Figure 15, we can see both
algorithms identify the changed lines of code from line #169. Nevertheless,
there are several differences in the identified changed lines shown in both diff
outputs.
The first difference is the number of the changed lines. From Figure 15, we
can see that the quantity of the detected changed lines are unequal. There are
11 changed lines discovered by the Myers, while the Histogram found 13 lines.
In a study that aims to collect metrics from the code changes, considering
different diff algorithms is important since it has an impact on the number
of changes.
In software quality analysis, one key factor of process metrics used to mea-
sure the changes is the number of modified lines (NLA and NLD). For exam-
ple, a work undertaken by Gousios et al (2008) which proposed an approach
to measure a software developer’s contribution using diff records to compute
the number of changed lines in a file. This quantity of the changed lines was
then used to calculate the commit size of all affected files. Based on our met-
rics comparison, we found that 1.7% to 8.2% commits have different NLA and
NLD due to different diff algorithms application. While our manual inves-
tigation shows that more than 60% diff outputs are better to extract using
Histogram. Thus, if this study attempts to apply Histogram, it might affect
around 1% to 4% different commit size. As a result, this will impact the mea-
surement of software developer’s contribution as well. Another study related
to metrics analysis was conducted by Rausch et al (2017). The authors investi-
gated the complexity of changes that can impact software quality. The findings
support that higher median values of NLA and NLD lead to an increase in
build failures. The study also found that the high mean values of the number
of modified files correlates to the failed builds. Based on the result from our
metrics analysis, we found 0.8% to 6.2% files have different NLA and NLD.
Therefore, if Histogram is applied in this study, this will influence around 0.5%
to 3.5% of the modified files that correlates to the failed builds.
The second difference is the position of the changed lines. Figure 15 shows
that the two diff algorithms detect the deleted lines differently. The Myers
identifies one line of ‘Assignment’ and one line of a ‘Method’ call, whereas the
Histogram specifies a block of ‘if condition’. Related to SZZ application, both
diff algorithms produce different deleted lines that are considered as the
candidate of bug-introducing changes. Thus, the identified bug-related lines
might be invalid due to different diff algorithms application that can lead to
the failure of bug-introducing changes identification.
A study undertaken by da Costa et al (2017) investigates the output of
five SZZ procedures in discovering the bug-introducing changes. The study
on 10 Apache projects analyzed the validity of bug-introducing changes. The
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validation process of bug-related lines used by the authors is similar to our
study. It compares the release dates of the earliest affected software versions of
a bug with the dates of the introduction of the candidates of bug-related lines.
However, in our study, we enhanced the process to validate the other three
parameters, that is, the bug-introducing commits that initially adds the valid
bug-related lines, files containing valid bug-related lines, and bug-fixing com-
mits that relates to valid bug-introducing commits. Our SZZ analysis shows
that different diff algorithms application can have impact on the results of
SZZ algorithm. We found 2.4% to 6.6% valid files have different location of
valid bug-related lines. Since the Histogram is better in more than 60% diff
outputs based on our manual analysis, therefore, if the study by da Costa
et al (2017) applies Histogram in the diff command, around 1.5% to 4% files
might have different valid bug-related lines in their study results. The SZZ
algorithm has also been studied by Rodriguez-Perez et al (2018). The authors
conducted a literature review of published articles that focus on the SZZ algo-
rithm’s functionality and its ability to be imitated. The similarity of this study
to ours is investigating the changing impact due to the modification of SZZ
algorithm. However, the study focus on the usability of the changing SZZ in
the academic paper over time while our study analyze the impact of different
diff algorithms application in the SZZ to study results. Without considering
the version of SZZ used in 187 previous studies collected by Rodriguez-Perez
et al (2018), we understand that SZZ is a widespread and well-known algo-
rithm over a 10-year period. This bug identification algorithm was commonly
used to investigate commit size (26% of the papers), line of code (15% of the
papers), number of changes (12% of the papers), number of affected files (8%
of the papers), etc. As described in our SZZ analysis, diff algorithms also
have an impact on SZZ. Thus, if the Histogram is applied in those 187 prior
studies, it might affect the results of studies.
Our investigations on metrics and SZZ application provide evidences that
different diff algorithms application in git command can have an impact
on a study result. It is also acknowledged that the Histogram algorithm is
substantially better than the Myers to produce the changed lines of code.
Thus, we recommend to use the Histogram in git diff command to extract
the changes from source code.
9.2 Threats to Validity
Threats to the construct validity appear in the mapping study and the SZZ
application. In our mapping study, we selected only the papers that specifically
mention the git commands. As a result, papers that had used git commands
but do not mention it in the full text had been ignored, which can cause
selection bias. Since different diff algorithms produce different results, we
consider that papers should mention algorithm names of diff if the authors
intentionally chose them. In the SZZ application, we used a small number of
keywords to detect commit messages that describe fixing bugs. This limited
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our ability to extract all potential candidate bug-fixing commits. Even so, the
commits that should not be identified as bug-fixing commits were also possible
to be collected as long as they included the keywords in their log messages.
However, since our focus is to investigate the level of differences of the diff lists
produced by Myers and Histogram, the impact of the incorrect commits to the
study result is small. Another threat to the construct validity is the definition
of better for the diff algorithm. We consider good quality of the algorithm
based on our two criteria, while many could have been considered. Different
software engineering tasks may have different requirements for diff analysis.
However, since our focus is expecting to recover the changing operations from
the diff outputs, the impact of this issue is not significant.
Threats to the external validity emerge regarding the repository used in
our experiments. Although we analyzed 24 OSS Java projects mined from
Git repositories, we cannot generalize our study results to other open source
projects nor industry.
To reduce the threats to reliability, we make our dataset publicly available.
We provided lists of our collected files identified by the Myers and Histogram
algorithms which were used in the three empirical analyses (see on GitHub19).
10 Conclusion
To understand the impact of using different diff algorithms, Myers and His-
togram, we first clarified applications of diff by conducting a systematic map-
ping of papers published between 2013 and 2017. We then empirically analyzed
the impact in three major applications: (i) code churn metrics, (ii) SZZ algo-
rithm, and (iii) patches extraction.
Our quantitative analyses has shown that the different diff algorithms can
report different amount of changed lines, identify different change locations.
Our qualitative investigation revealed that Histogram is better for describing
code changes. Since diff is the fundamental tool for various software engineer-
ing tasks, considering limitations and advantages of algorithms is important.
Currently we recommend using the Histogram algorithm when analyzing code
changes.
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